Immediate loading of variable-thread expanding tapered-body implants placed into maxillary post-extraction or healed sites using a guided surgery approach: An up-to-five-year retrospective analysis

Abstract

Objective

Transitioning from failing dentition to complete-arch implant rehabilitation may involve temporarily rendering the patient edentulous. In order to avoid the use of a removable prosthesis, immediate implant placement and immediate loading with a fixed provisional prosthesis have been proposed. The aim of this study was to retrospectively assess the clinical and radiographic performance of variable-thread expanding tapered-body implants placed into maxillary post-extraction or healed sites using computer-assisted template-guided surgery with a specially designed radiographic stent.

Materials and methods

Data from 160 implants placed in 27 consecutive patients were evaluated up to five years (mean of 29 months). Outcomes were implant and prosthetic survival and success rates, biological and mechanical complications, marginal bone remodeling, sulcus bleeding index, plaque score and gingival index.

Results

At the last follow-up, one implant had failed, resulting in an overall implant cumulative survival rate of 99.4%, and all of the prostheses were in situ.

Marginal bone remodeling was statistically significantly higher in the healed sites ($-0.67 \pm 0.97$ mm; $n = 105$) than in the post-extraction sites ($0.42 \pm 0.99$ mm; $n = 55$; $p = 0.026$). Two implants showed excessive marginal bone remodeling ($> 3$ mm) at the last follow-up (1.25%). Good soft-tissue parameters were found around all of the other implants.

Conclusion

The expanding tapered-body implants placed into healed and post-extraction maxillary sites using computer-assisted template-guided surgery and immediately loaded showed a good survival rate and good periodontal parameters.
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Introduction

Transitioning from a failing dentition to complete-arch implant rehabilitation may involve temporarily rendering the patient edentulous. In such cases, interim complete removable dental prostheses have been used after extraction of the hopeless teeth and during the osseointegration period. However, many patients object to a complete removable dental prosthesis for psychological, functional or esthetic reasons, and request fixed provisionalization throughout all phases of the rehabilitation process. In order to avoid the use of a removable prosthesis, immediate implant placement and immediate loading with a fixed interim prosthesis have been proposed for the rehabilitation of hopeless dentition. Indeed, immediately loaded implants placed into post-extraction sockets have recently been demonstrated to provide a reliable option for replacing failing residual teeth. Although immediate loading may place implants at a higher risk of complications, comparable survival rates have been reported for the two loading protocols. Furthermore, immediate loading combined with implant placement in post-extraction sites may result in improved esthetic outcomes owing to preservation of osseous and gingival architecture, offer reduced treatment time, and provide the patient with the convenience of an immediate tooth replacement. The risk of implant failure can be minimized by proper patient selection, well-trained operators, high primary implant stability and lack of micromovements.

Computer-aided design (CAD) technology allows for the transfer of patient data to a 3-D implant planning program for virtual implant placement. The virtual planning is then used to generate a custom-made surgical template (computer-aided manufacturing—CAM) with metallic sleeves to precisely guide each dental implant into the position planned virtually. In addition, implant-supported fixed acrylic resin prostheses can be fabricated in advance and immediately delivered to the patient. These aspects of minimally invasive and simplified surgery, along with reducing the treatment time and postoperative discomfort, are beneficial to the patient. Favorable clinical results of computer-assisted template-guided surgery have been shown in several studies; however, deviations in 3-D position between virtual planning and actual final position of the implant in the patient’s jaw and technique-related perioperative complications have to be taken into account.

In 2009, Cantoni and Polizzi described a step-by-step technique involving a specially designed two-piece radiographic stent that allows the patient to retain hopeless teeth until the day of the surgery, making easier the transition from failing dentition to implant-supported prostheses. The present study aimed to retrospectively assess the survival rate of variable-thread expanding tapered-body implants (NobelActive, Nobel Biocare, Zurich, Switzerland) placed into maxillary post-extraction or healed sites using template-guided surgery in combination with a specially designed radiographic stent. This study followed the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology guidelines.

Materials and methods

This retrospective study evaluated data collected from 27 consecutive patients of both sexes (19 females, 8 males), aged 18 years or older (range of 38–84; mean of 60.6), presenting with failing maxillary dentition, confirmed by clinical and radiographic examination, and with a preference for a complete-arch implant-supported fixed dental prosthesis or an intolerance to a complete removable dental prosthesis. All of the implants were placed without elevation of a flap in maxillary post-extraction sockets or healed sites using computer-assisted template-guided surgery (NobelGuide, Nobel Biocare) between September 2009 and October 2012. The patients were clinically followed for a minimum of two years (range of two to five years; mean of 29 months). All of the patients were treated in a single specialized implant rehabilitation center. Two clinicians performed all of the surgical (GP) and prosthetic (TC) procedures, materials to be used, benefits, potential risks and complications, as well as follow-up evaluations required for the clinical trial, and gave their written consent to take part in this study. All of the procedures were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki of 1975 for biomedical research involving human subjects, as amended in 2008. The patients were not admitted to the study if any of the following exclusion criteria were present: general contraindications to
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**Fig. 1**
Initial clinical situation of a female patient with hopeless teeth in the maxilla.

**Figs. 2a & b**
Initial radiographic situation of a female patient with hopeless teeth in the maxilla.

Implant surgery; subjected to irradiation in the head and neck area less than one year before implantation; untreated periodontitis; poor oral hygiene and motivation; uncontrolled diabetes; pregnant or nursing; substance abuse; psychiatric problems or unrealistic expectations; severe bruxism or clenching; immunosuppressed or immunocompromised; treated or under treatment with intravenous amino-bisphosphonates; lack of opposite occluding dentition or prosthesis in the area intended for implant placement; active infection or severe inflammation in the area intended for implant placement; and need of bone augmentation procedures at implant placement.

**Diagnostic protocol**

The patients’ medical histories were recorded and preoperative photographs (Fig. 1) and radiographs, including periapical (Figs. 2a & b) and panoramic radiographs, were obtained for initial screening and evaluation. Before implant placement, all of the patients underwent a cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) scan (New Tom VGi, Quantitative Radiology, Verona, Italy) according to a double-scan protocol. A two-piece radiographic guide was used for the diagnostic study and the virtual implant planning according to previously described procedures (Fig. 3).
order to predictably obtain a surgical template with the same fitting dimensions as the originally scanned radiographic guide, the NobelGuide calibration procedure was performed for each patient according to the manufacturer’s instructions, using a specific calibration object. Finally, the two data sets were converted with the NobelGuide software to preview the patient’s anatomy and to plan treatment (Figs. 4a & b). Once planning had been completed, the surgical template was ordered.

**Surgical and prosthetic protocols**

Antimicrobial prophylaxis with amoxicillin 1 g (Zimox, Pfizer, Rome, Italy) or clindamycin 600 mg, if allergic to penicillin, was administered b.i.d. for six days, starting 2 h before surgery. Prior to the start of surgery, patients rinsed with a 0.2% chlorhexidine mouthwash for 1 min. Oral premedication with flurazepam monohydrochloride 15 mg (Flunox, Teofarma, Pavia, Italy), octatropine methyl bromide 40 mg and
diazepam 5 mg (Valpinax, Crinos, Milan, Italy) was given prior to surgery. Local anesthesia was induced by infiltration of the buccal and palatal regions of the surgical area with a 4% articaine solution with 1:200,000 epinephrine (Ubistesin, 3M Italia, Bergamo, Italy). Conscious sedation with midazolam 0.05–0.15 mg/kg IV (Ipnovel, Roche, Monza, Italy) was performed; ranitidine 100 mg IV (Ranidil, Menarini, Florence, Italy) and ondansetron 4 mg IV (Zofran, GlaxoSmithKline, Brentford, U.K.) were also administered for gastroprotection and prevention of nausea and vomiting. A single postoperative dose of dexamethasone 8 mg IV (Decadron, Visufarm, Rome, Italy) and ketorolac 30 mg IV (Toradol, Recordat, Rome, Italy) was also given.

Hopeless teeth were atraumatically extracted with the aid of a periotome (PT2, Hu-Friedy, Chicago, Ill., U.S.) and the sockets debrided. In cases of multiple-rooted teeth, a rhizotomy was performed, starting from the center of the tooth, followed by careful extraction of the individual roots to prevent damage to the alveolar walls. Upon completion of the extraction, the integrity, depth and inclination of the alveolar socket were checked with a periodontal probe. The surgical templates were positioned using the silicone surgical index derived from the mounted casts, and precise fit was visually and manually assessed. The surgical template was then stabilized with three to five preplanned anchor pins. All of the implants were placed through metallic sleeves in a fully guided surgery approach. Im-

Figs. 5a & b

Clinical situation after implant treatment at five years of follow-up. (a) Frontal view. (b) Lateral view.
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Radiographic situation after implant treatment at five years of follow-up.

Figs. 6a–c

Plant sites were prepared according to the manufacturer’s guidelines. Furthermore, a guided screw tapping was performed for half the depth of the osteotomy site, in order to provide an accurate and passive pressure-free seating of the implant into the prepared osteotomy. The bone tap was performed as the last step immediately prior to implant placement. Care was taken not to overheat the bone during the tapping procedure. The bone taps were removed from the site through counterclockwise rotation. Both tapping and implant placement were performed at 20 rpm. In the healed sites, the implant platform was positioned at the bone level, while in immediate post-extraction sockets, the platform was placed 1 mm deeper, below the buccal bone crest, engaging at least 3 mm of the bone apical to the root apex to achieve adequate primary stability of at least 35 N cm (range of 35–70 N cm; mean and standard deviation of 57.1 ± 13.4 N cm).

The residual gap between the buccal bone plate and the implant surface was filled with a mixture of autogenous bone and freeze-dried deproteinized bovine bone (Geistlich Bio-Oss, Geistlich Pharma, Wolhusen, Switzerland). In extraction sockets presenting severe buccal bone dehiscence, the socket was sealed with a collagen membrane (Geistlich Bio-Gide, Geistlich Pharma) or with a connective tissue graft and left to heal without implant placement.

All of the implants were immediately loaded with a metal-reinforced, screw-retained acrylic resin provisional restoration without any cantilever. All of the restorations were prefabricated on a master cast poured from the surgical template, with the implant replica on-site. Non-engaging titanium temporary abutments were connected at the implant or abutment level. The provisional restoration was placed in the mouth and assessed for passive fit around the abutments. If any tension was detected, more space was provided by adjusting the provisional restoration. Once the prosthesis had been completely seated, a preliminary occlusal adjustment was performed. Using a disposable syringe filled with a cold-cure acrylic resin, the abutments were then connected to the temporary restoration by injecting the resin into the space between the abutments and the framework, having the pa-
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tient close into occlusion. When the cold-cure acrylic resin had fully set, the provisional restoration was unscrewed from the mouth. The restoration was then refined, polished and screwed into the patient’s mouth approximately 2–3 h later. A final check of the occlusion and of the interproximal spaces was then performed. The screw access holes were closed with PTFE and temporary filling material. Periapical radiographs of all of the implants were then obtained. All of the patients received postoperative instructions and prescriptions. In addition, an oral antiseptic and soft brushing were recommended for the first two weeks. Patients were recalled for clinical (Figs. 5a & b) and radiographic (Figs. 6a–c) examination and oral hygiene checks at two and four weeks, three, six and 12 months, and then yearly up to five years after implant placement. On average, the provisional fixed restorations were removed after six months and replaced with titanium or zirconia CAD/CAM screw-retained prostheses, with acrylic or ceramic esthetic material.

Outcomes

The primary outcomes were implant and prosthetic survival and success rates assessed 15 days after prosthesis delivery and then yearly up to five years after surgery, according to Papaspyridakos et al.23 This investigation’s prosthetic survival and success rates were defined as follows: a successful implant-supported dental prosthesis was a prosthesis that remained in function and the esthetic evaluation of which by both the dentist and patient was satisfactory at delivery and during the study period; a surviving implant-supported dental prosthesis was a prosthesis that remained in function even though not all success criteria were fulfilled and any discrepancies were regarded as correctable; and a failed implant-supported dental prosthesis was a prosthesis that had been removed, fractured beyond repair, or could not be classified as a successful or surviving dental prosthesis.

The secondary outcomes were any biological (pain, swelling, suppuration, etc.) and/or mechanical complications (fracture of the framework and/or the veneering material, screw loosening, etc.) occurring during the entire follow-up period, marginal bone level (MBL) changes, and periodontal parameters.

The distance from the most coronal margin of the implant collar to the most coronal point of bone-to-implant contact was defined as the MBL. The MBL around the implants was evaluated on intraoral digital radiographs taken with the paralleling technique using a film-holder (Rinn XCP, DENTSPLY, Elgin, Ill., U.S.) at implant placement (baseline) and then annually. The radiographs were accepted or rejected for evaluation based on the visibility of the implant threads. All readable radiographs were displayed in an image analysis program (Scion Image 4.0.2 for Windows, Scion Corporation, Frederick, Md., U.S.) on a 24-in. LCD screen (iMac, Apple, Cupertino, Calif., U.S.) and evaluated under standardized conditions (according to ISO 12646:2004). The software was calibrated for each image using the implant diameter. Measurements of the mesial and distal bone crest level adjacent to each implant were made, with accuracy of 0.01 mm, and averaged at the implant level. Marginal bone remodeling was calculated as the difference between the reading at the follow-up examination and the baseline value. Three groups were created in order to avoid bias in marginal bone remodeling: all implants, implants placed into post-extraction sites and implants placed into healed sites.

Periodontal parameters around the implants were assessed at the last follow-up examination. The sulcus bleeding index was assessed using a plastic periodontal probe (Plast-o-Probe, DENTSPLY Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) at four sites around each implant (mesial, distal, buccal and lingual), according to the Mombelli Index24 and was reported at the implant level. The plaque score was recorded using a plastic periodontal probe (Plast-o-Probe) and defined as the presence of plaque (yes/no) on the abutment–restoration complex. The gingival index was defined as follows: 0 = normal gingiva; 1 = mild inflammation, slight change in color, slight edema, and no bleeding on probing; 2 = moderate inflammation, redness, edema, glazing, and bleeding on probing; and 3 = severe inflammation, marked redness and edema, ulceration and tendency to spontaneous bleeding.

Implant and prosthetic survival and success rates were evaluated by an independent dentist (EP). Complications were assessed and treated by a nonblinded treating clinician (GP). The marginal bone remodeling was evaluated by an independent radiologist. An independent blinded dental hygienist who was not involved in the study performed all of the periodontal measurements.
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS for Windows (Version 18.0; SPSS, Chicago, Ill., U.S.). Descriptive analysis was performed using mean, standard deviation and frequency distribution. A life table analysis of implant cumulative survival rates (CSRs) was calculated. Kaplan–Meier survival analysis was performed to allow estimation of survival over time, even when patients dropped out or were followed for different lengths of time. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired data was utilized to compare overall bone levels between baseline (implant placement) and follow-ups in both healed and post-extraction sites, and to compare bone remodeling between post-extraction and healed sites at the last follow-up examination. The implant was used as the statistical unit of the analysis. All statistical comparisons were conducted at the 0.05 level of significance.

Results

All 27 selected and analyzed patients met the inclusion criteria. Patients received a total of 160 NobelActive implants (22 narrow diameter, 106 regular diameter and 32 wide diameter) with a moderately rough surface (highly crystalline and phosphate-enriched titanium oxide). One hundred and five implants were placed into healed sites and 55 into post-extraction sockets. Each patient received at least one post-extraction implant. Patients were clinically followed for up to five years.

At the last follow-up, no patients had dropped out and no deviation from the original protocol had occurred. All of the collected data were included in the statistical analysis. Only one post-extraction implant failed in one patient, who showed poor oral hygiene, during the second year, and showed clinical signs of mobility and infection, resulting in an overall implant CSR of 99.4%. The life table analysis is summarized in Table 1. All prostheses were in situ at the last follow-up, accounting for a cumulative prosthetic survival rate of 100% up to five years after insertion.

Two implants (1.25%) showed marginal bone remodeling of greater than 3 mm at the last follow-up. However, none of the implants presented with an exposed implant neck, and no surgical intervention was performed. All of the affected patients underwent nonsurgical therapy consisting of manual debridement using titanium curettes and a glycine-based air–powder abrasive device, and local application of antimicrobial agents (minocycline HCl 1 mg, Arestin, Ora-Pharma, Horsham, Pa., U.S.), followed by oral hygiene instructions and motivation, together with a strict follow-up protocol. At the subsequent follow-ups, the bone recession had stopped and the soft tissue remained stable. No other biological or mechanical complications occurred during the entire follow-up period, resulting in a cumulative implant and prosthetic success rate of 97.9%.

At the last follow-up (mean of 29 months), the marginal bone remodeling was 0.58 ± 0.98 mm. Implants placed into post-extraction sockets (0.42 ± 0.99 mm) showed statistically lower marginal bone remodeling compared with implants placed into healed sites (-0.67 ± 0.97 mm; \( P = 0.026 \)).

At the last follow-up session, bleeding after careful insertion of a periodontal probe 1 mm into the mucosal sulcus parallel to the abutment surface was detected around three implants (1.6%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period (years)</th>
<th>Surviving implants</th>
<th>Failed implants</th>
<th>Not followed</th>
<th>CSR (%)†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>99.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>99.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>99.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>99.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* According to the last recorded patient follow-up.
† Cumulative survival rate.

Table 1

Life table analysis of all surviving implants.
Twelve patients with 68 implants showed a slight amount of plaque around the implant–abutment interface; thus, the overall plaque score was 36.0% and 44.4% at implant and patient level, respectively. The gingival index was reported as 90.5% normal gingiva, 7.9% with mild inflammation and 1.6% with moderate inflammation.

**Discussion**

This study retrospectively evaluated the success and survival rates of variable-thread tapered-body implants placed into post-extraction or healed sites in the maxilla using computer-assisted template-guided surgery in combination with a specially designed two-piece radiographic stent.21

The main limitations of this study are its retrospective nature, which may have limited the data collection, and the analysis of possible variables (soft-tissue thickness, time of placement or loading) that may have influenced the bone resorption. Another limitation is the limited number of participants. However, this investigation may be considered as a pilot study for future multicenter randomized controlled trials with sample size calculation and multivariate analysis.

Implants placed into post-extraction sockets showed lower marginal bone remodeling than implants placed into healed sites did; thus, the null hypothesis that there is no difference between the two protocols in terms of hard-tissue response has to be rejected.

In the present study, one out of 160 implants failed over a period of five years, accounting for an overall implant CSR of 99.4%. The major clinical conclusion of this retrospective study is that immediate post-extraction placement of implants and immediate provisionalization may be considered an effective and reliable treatment option for patients who would prefer to have a shortened overall treatment time and to be rehabilitated immediately with the aid of computer-assisted template-guided surgery.

Proper patient selection and well-trained operators are necessary to minimize the risk of implant failure. Immediate implant placement and provisionalization in both post-extraction sockets and healed sites are technically demanding procedures, and the surgical and prosthetic skills required are superior to those necessary for conventional implant treatment.

To the best of our knowledge at the time of writing this article, there were no other published studies that evaluated the use of a variable-thread tapered-body implant with internal conical connection, in-built platform shifting and a moderately rough oxidized surface in combination with computer-assisted template-guided surgery to treat failing dentition in the maxilla. For this reason, it is difficult to evaluate how the present results fit with other comparable studies. However, there is a randomized controlled trial that investigated the same implant design that may provide some comparable data.25

The marginal bone remodeling reported in the present study, measured from implant placement until the last follow-up examination, was -0.58 ± 0.98 mm. This value is slightly lower than the data reported in the literature for two-piece implants, for which after the initial bone loss during the first year post-placement, about 0.1–0.2 mm of crestal bone loss was found at the annual follow-up.26, 27 Pozzi et al. recently published three-year results of a randomized controlled trial, reporting a marginal bone remodeling of 0.83 ± 0.27 mm around NobelActive implants placed into healed sites in the posterior mandible.26 One reason for these differences may be that surgeons operating freehand tend to elevate wider flaps to better visualize the area in which the implants are to be placed. With dedicated template-guided implant placement, wider flaps were in many cases considered unnecessary, since the surgeons were able to rely on the surgical template.27 Another explanation that may account for the differences in the observed MBL changes is that, in some of the aforementioned studies, all of the implants were placed into healed sites.11, 25 In the present study, statistical analysis showed a statistically significant difference (P = 0.026) in mean marginal bone remodeling at the last follow-up between implants placed into healed sites (−0.67 ± 0.97 mm) and those placed into post-extraction sites (0.42 ± 0.99 mm). These findings are in accordance with a recent systematic review and meta-analysis on the alterations of the bone dimension after immediate implant placement into extraction sockets.28

In the present study, the diagnostic protocol included the calibration procedure of the digital workflow for each patient, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Scanning physical objects like the radiographic guide requires an optimized workflow, because the data are converted into 3-D models, which are used not only for diagnostic purposes but also for physical pro-
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Since the data are digitized using X-ray technology and since material properties or densities are visualized through various kinds of gray value shades, the workflow is highly dependent on the gray values assigned to the scanned 3-D data from the DICOM files. More precisely, the workflow is dependent on the actual gray value that defines the radiographic guide's borders. This gray value assignment to the DICOM files is unfortunately not standardized for CBCT scanners (almost every scanner assigns different gray values to different objects and materials), making reliable default values for each scanner model almost impossible. This ultimately has implications regarding the produced dimensions of the surgical template, as these dimensions are defined by the gray value selection representing the borders of the scanned radiographic guide. In order to automatically detect and automatically apply the correct settings needed for the software to define the actual physical borders of the scanned radiographic guide, NobelClinician (Nobel Biocare) is designed to work with the unique and innovative NobelGuide calibration procedure. The calibration object is a high-precision object, milled from a material that behaves the same way when penetrated by X-rays as the resins typically used for the radiographic guide in combination with the scanner. This process ensures that each time the CBCT scanner is used with a known scanner the surgical template produced will have the same fitting dimensions as the originally scanned radiographic guide. As a result, the procedure does not calibrate the scanner, but calibrates the full workflow, from an accurately fitting radiographic guide to an accurately fitting surgical template.

Many factors are likely to affect the success of immediately loaded implants, including bone quality and quantity, the skill and experience of the clinician, implant design, implant primary stability, micro- and macromovement, as well as occlusion. The quality and quantity of bone at the implant site have been shown to be important in determining the success of dental implants and are critical for ensuring the initial stability of the implant upon insertion. Primary implant stability and lack of micromovement are considered to be two of the main factors necessary for achieving predictable high success rates for osseointegrated oral implants. Thus, a high insertion torque value appears to be one of the prerequisites for a successful immediate or early loading procedure. The variable-thread tapered implant design with a moderately rough surface was introduced into the market to facilitate one-stage surgical procedures and to allow for immediate placement and anticipated loading protocols.

According to the results of the present study, in which all of the patients included had failing maxillary dentition and refused interim complete removable dental prostheses, the major indication for such implants is medium- or low-density bone sites in the maxilla. Nevertheless, a slight modification of the original drilling protocol was adopted in that implant sites were underprepared according to the bone density. However, a guided screw tapping for half the depth of the osteotomy site was performed immediately before the implant placement. Great care was taken to ensure optimal accuracy during implant placement because the implant mount had a smaller diameter than that of the sleeve. Nevertheless, this feature allowed the clinician to perceive the implant stability within the bone, without any friction between the implant mount and the sleeve.

Conclusion

Within the limitations of this retrospective study, variable-thread tapered design implants placed using computer-assisted template-guided surgery, in combination with a specially designed two-piece radiographic stent, can be considered a successful treatment option for immediate implant placement and loading in the maxillae of completely edentulous patients, based on the results of up to five years of follow-up. Post-extraction implants showed statistically lower marginal bone remodeling compared with implants placed into healed sites. The results should be interpreted with care and data should be investigated further in randomized controlled clinical trials.
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